
I’m Lorisa Leigh – a Certified Integrative Nutrition Coach and former RN. As a successful shepreneur with the go getter 
mentality, I know all to well the vicious cycle of forever trying to fit more task into the same amount of time until there 
comes a point where you push taking care of yourself out of the equation. And no I don't mean getting that fresh mani 
and pedi every two weeks or heading to the salon to keep your hair looking snatched. I mean truly nourishing your 
BODY, MIND, and SPIRIT. 

Through nutrition coaching, public speaking, and hosting the Hot Mess to Ultimate Success Podcast**, I help busy 
driven women transform mind and body to increase energy, create balance, and optimize performance through plant 
based nutrition & mindset so they can expand their purpose, deepen relationships, and live a life of fulfillment. 

**Hot Mess to Ultimate Success Podcast: Nutrition Health Coach bringing you expert interviews and the latest wellness low down to get your mind 
and body right! 
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COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES

I offer a variety of opportunities to promote nutrition, mindset, 
and lifestyle, and I look forward to collaborating with you!

• Public Speaking: Nutrition, Mindset, and 
Lifestyle 

• Corporate Wellness 

• Personal 1:1 Holistic Nutrition Coaching 

• Group Weight Loss & Energy Programs 

• Podcast Sponsorships 

• Brand Ambassador

TESTIMONIALS

“Lorisa provides group nutrition coaching for our employees as part of our staff wellness program.  She goes far 
beyond simply conveying information and distributing advice about what to eat or what not to eat. With 

kindness, non-judgement and humor, Lorisa gets us to really think about what we are doing with our minds 
and bodies as well as the “why” behind our actions. Her coaching lays a solid foundation for us to implement the 
changes we want to see in our lives, not just in the short term, but rather sustainable lifestyle transformation. 

Lorisa’s integrated and wholistic approach is a valuable addition to our wellness program, and has truly elevated 
the experience for our employees who are seeking support in their wellness journey in the workplace. We are 

grateful to have her!”                                                                                                                                                    
- Christe Lee, Wellness Coordinator - Community Behavioral Health (Philadelphia, PA) 

“Lorisa took part in my Great Health Now Summit. She really knows her stuff and was a big contribution in 
sharing how toxins affect your health and the steps to have great health and vitality in your life. She has great 
energy in her speaking and has a fun personality that comes across well to the audience. She’s amazing!! I’m so 

happy I had her as part of the summit!”  
- Jodi Geline 

“I not only have a health coach but I have a mentor who has helped me in more ways then she may ever know. 
Lorisa has challenged me to accomplish all my goals not just dealing with my health and weight but in my career. 
To say I’m blessed to have her in my life helping me is an understatement. Thank you Lorisa for all you’ve done.”  

- Nashiya A. Wright

CONTACT

For interviews, collaboration 
opportunities, or if you have 
questions, contact: 

lorisa@lorisaleigh.com 

I’d love to collaborate with you! 
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